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Scope
The objective of the project was to 
inform and support the World Bank’s 
dialogue with the Governments Tonga, 
Samoa, and Vanuatu to increase the 
public facilities’ resilience to natural 
hazards through strategic investment planning and 

risk reduction intervention options.

Baseline risk 

assessment

Hazard and risk assessment for earthquakes, 

landslides, cyclones, floods, volcanic 

eruptions. Both direct and indirect means of 

loss were considered

Recommending  physical (such as retrofits aiming to mitigate 

the structures’ vulnerability against disasters) and non-physical 

interventions (e.g., addressing accessibility needs) as parts of 

potential future investment programs

Asset 

management 

and planning

Accessibility 

needs assessment

Risk mitigation 

through interventions

RESILIENCE
BUILDING

In Tonga, Samoa and Vanuatu

This presentation’s 
scope

PUBLIC SCHOOLS + HEALTHCARE FACILITIES
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Hazard Profiles

*except tsunamis

SAMOA

VANUATUTONGA
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Hazard Profiles

Computed earthquake 
hazard map in terms of 
SA[0.2s] at 500-year 
return period

Vanuatu – EQ 
Snapshot

exposure



5Baseline risk: exposure & vulnerability
Education & healthcare exposures of all three countries were put together via remote and on-site 
surveys during the COVID19 pandemic and multiple disasters.

Building survey campaign in Samoa involved a local engineering 

firm and Ministry of Education and Training staff

✓ Detailed, rapid, and remote forms from 
individual buildings 

✓ General forms from instead each school 
of the survey campaign.

Detailed info such as the type and status of 

roof  systems
Info such as the structural system type

E.g., student enrollment 

numbers for economic 

losses due to education 

disruption and other 

needs-related parameters

Vanuatu
4,009 buildings in

482 schools
256 buildings in

23 schools

Samoa
934 buildings in

122 schools

Tonga



6Baseline risk: exposure & vulnerability
The built environment in the Pacific Island countries such as Tonga, Samoa, and Vanuatu are 
characterized often by single-story, large aspect ratio, timber or masonry buildings.

Building survey campaign in Samoa involved a local engineering 

firm and Ministry of Education and Training staff

Exposure is characterized as per the GLOSI taxonomy for 
the consequent vulnerability analysis stage.



7Baseline risk: exposure & vulnerability
Poor structural features rendered vulnerability characterization a challenging task
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Baseline risk: exposure & vulnerability
How would you characterize this foundation for analysis? Fixed foundation? Maybe base 
isolated?

engineer

Is this fixed 
foundation?

Literally any 
foundation type



9Baseline risk: exposure & vulnerability
A snapshot of the developed physical 
baseline vulnerability functions
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Baseline multi-peril risk
Natural disasters* are expected to cost the education sectors of Tonga, Samoa, and Vanuatu ~1.5% 
of their GDP and ~500,000 interrupted student education days every year (in total).

* Considering the direct and equivalent monetary cost of disruption of education due to: 
earthquake ground motion, landslide, (pluvial, fluvial and coastal) flood, ashfall following volcanic eruptions.

Economic loss from disruption 
of education and healthcare 

facilities

Direct economic cost 
of physical damage 

repairs

Injuries and 
casualties



11Baseline multi-peril risk

Average annual loss ratios by peril

                

     

     

       

                      

                                   

                              

Average annual losses – direct v. indirect

An overview of risk estimates for the education sectors
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Strengthening Resilience
Initial recommendation for the prioritization framework based on return on investment
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Strengthening Resilience
We considered more than 10 feasible interventions for risk 
mitigation

Following the definition of this list,
1. Intervention costs were estimated
2. Post-intervention vulnerability functions were developed
3. Interventions classified by permit requirement
4. Multi-peril risk mitigation has been taken into account by 

(NPV) cost-benefit analysis NPV: net present value

RC RING 
BEAM

existing block

masonry wall

existing

timber beams

temporary

support

channel sections

STEEL RING BEAM

CONCRETE 
MORTAR LAYER

TIMBER 
STRONGBACKS

ROOF FIXINGS  & 
WIND TIE-DOWNS
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Strengthening Resilience
Prioritization scheme (for the education sector) agreed amongst stakeholders:

Some of the best-fitted interventions can 

deliver up to 60$ in mitigated losses 

for every $ invested across a

20-year investment horizon.

Main criteria hierarcy

1. Prioritize highest-risk schools

2. Deliver code-compliance against cyclones 
and earthquakes – results in a lot of 
replacements

3. Prioritize highest economic benefit per 
dollar invested amongst intervention 
alternatives for a given asset
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Strengthening Resilience

Fig. Risk mitigation statistics for a 13M US$ program for Tonga education sector. Total economic loss comprises both 
direct and indirect loss components. Numbers in the middle column represent the aggregated annual injury and fatality 
rates. The student day interruption estimates reflect calendar days by person. 



16Strengthening Resilience

$13M recommended 
investment program for 
Tonga education sector

Breakdown of program by 
intervention type
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Closing remarks
• Life in the Pacific is tough indeed

• Non-engineered or heavily deteriorated structures make analytical, multi-peril 
vulnerability modelling very challenging – forcing engineer to find workarounds.

• Logistics is a big factor in making risk mitigation decisions, prioritization of 
investments, capital allocation, etc.

• Multi-peril risk assessment and resilience planning requires juggling with tens of 
different competing priorities which are heavily subject to cultural, political biases 
and environmental concerns. Triage is the name of the game – consultant is there to 
inform about likely consequences of different decisions.

• Stakeholder and data-driven (e.g., highest return on investment in terms of mitigated losses) priorities do not 
always align. Consultant is there to inform the stakeholder, not to replace the 
decision-making process.
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Supplementary
Taxonomy
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Supplementary
Taxonomy
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Supplementary
Structural analysis for baseline and post-intervention vulnerability function dev.
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Supplementary
Vulnerability functions 
showcase
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Supplementary
Analytically-derived wind 
vulnerability functions based on
• structural class
• roof system capacity
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Supplementary
Prioritization framework - alternative
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Strengthening Resilience

‘Apifo’ou College, Tongatapu
(Significant pluvial flood risk)

Liviela, Vava’u
(Excessive coastal 
flood risk)

▪ Flood protection levees against coastal and fluvial (e.g., Liviela)

▪ Additional drainage mostly against pluvial (e.g., ‘Apifo’ou college)

▪ Flood gate / non-return valves for water discharge mostly against pluvial (e.g., ‘Apifo’ou college)

▪ Relocation if feasible (e.g., Kolomotu’a)

Specialized, data-driven, scale (site-level) 

recommendations for flood risk 
mitigation
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Baseline multi-peril risk
(Left) Quantitative risk analysis for the health exposure. (Right) Lava flow susceptibility map for 
Savai’i, Samoa. 
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Breakdown of direct healthcare sector losses by peril
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Supplementary
Volcano (pyro & lawaflow) 
susceptibility for Vanuatu

Red dots are schools/buildings 
expected to be completely destroyed 
at least once in 100 years
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Supplementary
Volcano – ashfall risk (based 
on physical damage to 
buildings)
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Supplementary
EQ-induced landslide
susceptibility.

High-risk schools (if Ac/Acmax<1.0)

labeled on map
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Supplementary
Strengthening Resilience: Tools for the 
stakeholders
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Supplementary
Indirect economic loss 
methodology
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